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A Robot Based Concept for Automation and Servicing of 
Scientific Payloads aboard Orbiting Laboratories
J. Flemmig and P. Putz
Dept. TRRR, Dornier GmbH 
D-7990 Friedrichshafen, Germany
ABSTRACT
In a series of ESA contracts, Dornier has led the definition of a concept for a 
robot-based Equipment Manipulation and Transportation System ("EMATS") for 
Columbus. This system was primarily designed for the man-tended Free Flying Labor­ 
atory, but could equally be adapted for a permanently manned Attached Laboratory.
During the unmanned microgravity periods, EMATS can automatically provide the 
greater part of the scientific payload facility handling and logistics functions 
such as loading and unloading of experiment samples or consumables. During the 
manned servicing intervals from the Space Station Freedom or Hermes, EMATS would 
assist and support the crew in routine tasks or handling of large items (e.g. 
exchange of complete payload racks). Even unmanned servicing operations are possi­ 
ble in conjunction with various logistics vehicle concepts. For this purpose, 
several telerobotics features are foreseen such as teleoperation or supervised 
automatic operation from ground or from a small control station aboard the Free 
Flyer, Hermes, or the S.S. Freedom.
After completion of system definition studies, the development of a ground testbed 
for Columbus internal Automation and Robotics has been started in mid-1990. This 
will demonstrate the technical feasibility and the usefulness of our concept for 
the remote support of scientific investigators by integration with the ESA 
Telescience Testbed and four different experiment payloads.
The paper will summarize the envisioned application scenarios, the proposed EMATS 
system architecture, and selected technologies for key subsystems.
Keywordsi Scientific Payload Automation, Columbus, Space Station, 
Servicing Operations, Telerobotics
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the prime goals of future European in-orbit infrastructure is to provide manned or man-tended laboratories or manufacturing facilities in which a variety of materials or life science experiments or processes can be performed in a quiet, undisturbed ("microgravity") environment.
To this end, a multitude of facilities need to be partially or completely automat­ ed. Previous studies as well as the terrestrial automation experience have shown that robotic manipulators, mainly by virtue of their flexibility and versatility, are extremely well suited for replacing or complementing dedicated mechanisms and supporting astronauts in performing their tasks (Refs. 1 and 2).
This paper summarizes the results of a study investigating a complete robot-based automation system called "EMATS" (Equipment Manipulation and Transportation Sys­ tem) for the internal servicing and logistics of the Columbus Free Flying Labora­ tory.
2. EMATS APPLICATION SCENARIOS
The baseline application scenario for EMATS is the free flying phase of the Columbus Free Flying Laboratory where for periods of 180 days the experiment facilities have to be automatically serviced by performing material handling (exchange of samples and containers and transport from/to stowage/freezer/cooler compartments) and facility operations (experiment manipulation, inspection, clean­ ing; simple maintenance).
EMATS shall cover all servicing tasks which take place in the aisle of the PM plus simple servicing tasks partly inside the facilities (if this is required and supported by the facility design). Other facility internal operations are assumed to be performed by dedicated mechanisms.
The reference payload is a composite of materials and life science experiment facilities proposed in earlier Columbus utilization studies and termed "MIC 400" (Ref 3).
In a presently on-going study the baseline scenario is extended to
o the servicing phase of the Columbus Free Flyer (manned servicing via the Space Station Freedom and later via Hermes, where EMATS shall support IVA 
operations such as rack transfer), and to
o the Columbus Attached Pressurised Module (automatic operation of scientif­ ic experiments with high crew time requirements and execution of routine 
system servicing tasks like shell inspection and cleaning).
Future EMATS scenarios may even be the servicing and maintenance of the Columbus Free Flyer by unmanned servicing vehicles. In this case, EMATS would perform the complete logistics operations (equipment transfer) and would have to be extended by parts outside the Pressurised Module.
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3. OVERALL EMATS DESCRIPTION
After an extensive trade-off of kinematic concepts, a system was defined that is 
illustrated in Figure 1 (Refs. 4, 5).
Figure 1: Overall EMATS Configuration
EMATS consists of two 6-axes robots. The overall length of a stretched am from 
the sliding base to the end effector tip is 1.43 m. Each robot base is noveable on 
a 2-axes gantry (providing a vertical and horizontal motion along the PM longi­ 
tudinal axis) in front of the wall racks.
The horizontal rails are connected via a U-shaped piece in the aft cone area such 
that each robot, can move over the opposite side (system level redundancy in case 
of impairment of one single robot).
3.1 Functional Breakdown
The breakdown of EMATS into subsystems and assemblies is shown in Figure 2. The 
Enhanced Transportation Assemblies are additional devices for extending EMITS 
capabilities into servicing vehicles for future application scenarios.
3 • 2
Table 1 is a compact summary of the key EMATS design features. It is to be 
stressed that this design is l^^qompatible, i.e. capable of full ground operation
with max* 1 kg pay load at the end effector*
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Figure 2: Overall Q4ATS Architectural Breakdown
MECHANICAL AND THERMAL ASPECTS CONTROL AND ELECTRONICS ASPECTS
• Each mobile base slicking on a two axes gantry providing a vertical motion and a motion along the PM longitudinal axis (steel rails attached to the top and bottom standoffs)
• U-torm interconnection of longitudinal rails in PM aft cone
• Optimized lightweight rail/gantry structure (steel) without rack interference
» Rack and pinion drive with brushiess DC motor and Harmonic Drive gear and linear absolute position sensor (x- and z-slidmg joint)
• Automatic deployment/stowage mechanism (for manipulator and gantry)
• Strain gauge disturbance force/torque sensors mounted on gantry structure 
ManipUator Arms (2)
• Two 6-axes articulated manipulator arms, 1.4 m long
• Lightweight limbs structure (composite material)
« Highly modular and compact joint drives integrated in arm structure
• Capable of full ground operation (max. 1 kg payload at EE)
» Brushiess DC motors
• Harmonic drive gearboxes with high gear ratios and low backlash
• Digital absolute angular encoders on gearbox output shaft as position sen­ sors
• Digital sensors on motor axis as speed and commutation sensors
• Contact force/torque sensor mounted on wrist output shaft
End Effector
« Standard end effector for rigid grappling of payloads or toots
• Parallel gripper with stepper motor and spindle drive
• Combined form/force closing of standard grapple fixtures
Possible EMATS axtanston to other vehicles (Enhanced Transportation Aasanv MM)
Thermal Control Concept:
• Passive thermal control tor tn-orbii operations
• Limitation of maximum surface temperature for manned servicing
• Additional active cooitng (ventilation) tor ground operation
Main operational control modes: automatic teterobottcs operation front ground, Columbus Free Flyer, Space Station Freedom and Hermes, repro- grammlng from ground
Standard hierarchical control software structure 
Joint servo control with position and velocity feedback 
Cartesian control and teieoperations with force/torque feedback 
Inverse kinematic transformation using 6 or 7 axes simultaneously
Ground telerobotics operation with stereo TV via overhead and robot-moun­ ted cameras, predictive graphics simulation. 6 DOF control input device
rdB* xMta ura:
• Redundant Arm Control Unit (ACU) electronics on upper arm segment and redundant Mobile Base Control Unit IMBCU) electronics on lower sliding carnage tor current control and commutation (proposed technology: digital signal processor): •
• Redundant Central Control Processing Assembly (CCPA) electronics in pay- load or subsystem rack for position and speed control, task control and data management (standard 32 bit processor technology) with NIU interface to Free Flyer DMS System LAN
• Wireless (radio frequency) data transmission: power transmission via sliding contacts
• Redundant Flight Teleoperation Facility as small handheld device plus use of common multipurpose workstation
Ground Bectrorfo Arctttecttre:
• Ground Monitoring and Control Station (on-line, data link to Columbus MSCC)
• Ground Tetomanipulation Station (on-line)
• Ground Planning and Reprogramming Station (off-line)
• Simulation and Training Facility with EMATS Ground Replica 
Safaty Concept:
• No safety hazards due to slow motion, torque limitation, avoidance of pro­ tected areas, design safety margins, good backdnveatxltty
RettafcMty Concept:
• EMATS has Columbus reliability category 2 (failure can cause me/or degra­ dation of operational capability)
• EMATS is one failure tolerant (fail-operational, fail-safe) and net system le­ vel redundancy (2 robots with substitution capebility)
Table 1: Key EMATS Design Features
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3.3 Performance and Budgets Summary
The most important performance data are:
o Max. force/torque at end effector (all axes) 20 N/10 !*n 
o Max. payload mass (ground operation) 1 kg
o Min. end effector accuracy against facilities ±1.2 mm/ 
(without contact, after calibration, 0 g and 1 g) ±0.1 deg.
o Max. end effector speed 5 cm/s 
o Max. microgravity speed (1 kg payload) 1 cm/s
In orbit the maximum payload mass is almost unlimited, a typical upper limit is 
300 kg (mass of one rack). For contact operations, the robot is force/torque 
controlled and thus achieves the accuracy by active compliance.
Key on-board resource needs (based on the first design) are:
o Total EMATS flight segment mass 220 kg
o Total EMATS flight segment volume (stowage volume 0.16 m 
in aisle plus electronics in rack)
o On-board power consumption (mean/max.) 150/230 W 
o Max. telemetry/telecommand data rate 70/42 kBaud
3.4 The EMATS Mechanical Architecture
The mechanical part of EMATS, the Manipulation and Transportation Subsystem (MTS) 
consists of the following assemblies:
The Mobile Base Assembly comprises all parts of the two sliding joints: 
o the Horizontal Rail Unit
o one x-Sliding Gantry Unit on each side which moves along the horizontal 
rails
o one Latching Unit on each side which latches one manipulator arm and one 
gantry to the Pressurised Module
o one z-Slidinq Base Unit on each side which moves vertically on its gantry
o one Mobile Base Control Unit on each side for control of latching 
and x-Sliding base motion.
The Mobile Base Assembly is designed to avoid any mechanical interfaces to the 
racks. The rails are attached directly to the PM stand-offs such that complete 
racks can be exchanged without dismounting EMATS. The actual interface design 
depends on the PM mechanical design which is still not finalized.
Each Arm Assembly (AA) consists of a robot arm with 6 rotary joints grouped into
o a Shoulder Unit (shoulder yaw and pitch joints), an Elbow,Unit (pitch 
joint) and a Wrist Unit (3 intersecting axes, force/torque sensor)
o the Arm Limb Set (upper and lower arm segments)
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o an Arm Control Unit on the upper arm for low level control of the 6 arm 
axes and the z-Sliding base motion
o a Robot Camera Unit on the wrist (stereo camera with electronics and 
illumination) .
The End Effector and Tools Assembly basically consists of one standard parallel 
jaw gripper (for each robot) which can be exchanged against specific tools.
Kinematic 3D graphics simulations have demonstrated the high dexterity and versa­ 
tility of this concept. As examples, the Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show typical frames 
from task motion simulations.
Figure 4: HIATS Extracting a Materials 
Sample from a Furnace
Figure 5: EXATS Inserting a Life
Science Sample Container 
into a Cooler
Figure 6: 2 EMATS Robots Removing 
a Rack
Figure 7: An EMATS Robot Moving from 
one PM Side to the Other
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3.5 The EMATS Electrical Architecture
The overall EMATS electrical architecture is shown in Figure 8 (EMATS subsystems 
are shown in bold outlines). The EMATS Flight Segment Electronics is embedded into 
the Free Flyer Data Management System (DMS) by a single interface to the System 
LAN (Core Network) and communicates with the payloads via a bridge to the Pay load 
LAN. The Central Control Processing Assembly (CCPA) is responsible for all but the 
lowest level control tasks and can be realized with the Intel 80386-based Columbus 
Standard Processor (STP). The transmission of power to the mobile parts of the 
robot is performed via sliding contacts protected inside the rails, the data 
transmission via a radio frequency link.
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Figure 8: BttTS Overall Electrical Architecture
4. COLUMBUS AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS TESTBED
In mid 1990, ESA has started the definition and development of the Columbus Auto­ 
mation and Robotics Testbed (CAT). The primary goals of this testbed are:
o demonstration of feasibility and usefulness of such a robot based
automation system and improvement of acceptance by the scientific user
o validation of the robot concept
o verification of the operational procedures and the control architecture 
(to this end, CAT will be integrated in the ESA Telescience Testbed)
o investigation of interfaces between robot, scientific payload and PH
o growth potential to ground test various sub-system technologies (such as 
more sophisticated control S/W or sensor instrumentation)
o possible future evolution towards an EMATS ground programming and 
simulation facility
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The Columbus Automation and Robotics Testbed consists of
o four racks with payloads representing the major scientific disciplines to 
be of interest for Columbus),
o one 6-axes robot mounted on a 2-axes gantry in front of the payload racks 
(similar to the EMATS robots),
o an "on-board" control system for robot, gripper and payloads (based on an 
industrial robot controller),
o three "ground" stations for remote control and monitoring of payloads and 
robot and for off-line programming of tasks (supported by simulation and 
computer graphics animation).
The overall CAT system architecture is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Overall CAT System Architecture
The Columbus Automation Testbed is presently in the development phase and shall be 
operational until mid of 1992.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an approach towards the definition of an Equipment Manipulation 
arid Transportation System (EMATS). Although it is primarily derived from the 
Columbus Free Flyer payload operations scenarios, the resulting system appears to 
be general purpose and flexible enough also to be considered for crew support in 
the Columbus Attached Laboratory.
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This is seen as a definite advantage over alternative, more dedicated and hard- 
automation based concepts since at present there is not enough specific facility 
design information available to allow explicit exclusion of certain degrees of 
freedom of an EMATS.
The essential benefits of EMATS for scientific payloads can be summarized as 
follows:
o possibility of automatic payload servicing operations and payload recon­ 
figuration tasks in an unmanned scenario (Free Flyer)
o increase of rack volume available for the payload facility
o improved flexibility for payload design (concept of "Common Facilities" 
like storage, cooler, freezer, ... for several payloads)
o increase of available crew time for payload operations (Attached Labora­ 
tory due to the automatic execution of routine payload servicing tasks 
like sample exchange
In the presently running extension of the EMATS study other benefits in the area 
of system servicing have been identified, namely the
o possibility of an automated subsystem reconfiguration (Free Flyer) in case 
of a subsystem failure (e.g. by subsystem drawer exchange)
o principal possibility of an automated shell inspection and repair in case 
of a micro-meterorite impact (Free Flyer and Attached Laboratory)
o possibility of unmanned servicing by an logistics vehicle (Free Flyer)
o increase of crew time available for sophisticated servicing tasks (servi- 
(cing of Free Flyer with Space Station or Hermes)
In summary, we feel that the EMATS concept has been elaborated to sufficient depth 
to obtain significant confidence in it and that the system as well as the scien­ 
tific payload operations of both, the Free Flyer and the Attached Laboratory, will 
profit from its implementation.
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